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(OPTIONAL) What is your email?

True or False, a Linesperson may report
Kneeing to the referee (rule 5.3c-iii). Correct

 a) True. Kneeing is, at minimum, a 2+2.
Therefore, a Linesperson may report it.

 b) False. A Linesperson may only report
kneeing if it is a major/match penalty…not a
minor penalty.

 c) False. No matter what, a Linesperson
may not report a kneeing penalty.

A31 breaks their stick. A player from
their bench throws them a new stick
which A31 catches and proceeds to play
their shift. What should the referee do?
Select all that apply. (Rule 10.6a,
Intepretation 1).

Correct

 a) If the person on the bench throwing the
stick can be identified then they receive a
2+GM for Interference from the bench.

 b) If the person on the bench throwing the
stick cannot be identified then assess a
minor for Interference from the bench.

 c) If the person on the ice picks up the
stick then assess a minor for illegal
equipment but not if they catch the stick.

 d) If the person on the ice catches the
stick then assess a minor for illegal
equipment but not if they pick up the stick.

 e) If the person on the ice catches or
picks up the stick then assess a minor.

 f) None of the above. The situation
described is always legal.

In an A or AA game, Team B has a 5 goal
lead with 5 minutes left and the mercy
rule is in effect. With 3:45 left, team A
scores to make the score 5-1. Regarding
the running Time, state referee's
decision (Hockey Winnipeg SR-14).

Correct
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 The clock keeps running. Once a mercy
rule starts, it does not stop running.

 The clock goes back to stop time.

 The clock keeps running. However, if
team A makes it a 3 goal difference then the
clock stops running.

During a AA or AAA overtime, team A
takes a penalty. Is either team allowed to
make a player change at the stoppage?
(SR-5, #4a)

Correct

 No. Line changes are not allowed at
stoppages of overtime.

 Yes…but only the team B, the team who
is receiving the power play.

 Yes…but only team A, the team who will
be killing a penalty.

 Yes, both teams

During 3:3 overtime, Team B has a power
play and is playing 4:3. The power play
ends and the teams play 4:4 until the
next whistle. What happens at this time?
(SR-5 #4)

Correct

 a) Both teams do a full line change and
resume 3:3.

 b) Both teams remove one player from
the ice and leave the other three on the ice;
resume 3:3.

 c) Both teams continue with the four
players on the ice.

 d) Both teams do a full line change and
continue to play 4:4.

Team A receives a penalty. Where does
the next face off take place? (HC Rule
6.3c)

Correct

 a) In team A's end

 b) At Center Ice

 c) at the nearest face-off dot to where
play stopped other than center ice.

 d) at the face-off dot outside of team B's
end

The referee may stop play if the



The referee may stop play if the
goaltender loses (HC Rule 3.6d): Correct

 a) her facial protection

 b) her blocker

 c) her trapper

 d) only b or c

 e) a, b, or c

What options does the referee have for
calling a kneeing penalty? (Rule 7.8) Correct

 a) Minor penalty.

 b) Double Minor Penalty.

 c) Major Penalty + Game Misconduct

 d) Match Penalty

 e) All of the above.

 f) B, C, D are options for kneeing.

A7 informs the referee that B11 called
him a racial name that the referee did not
hear. After consulting with the liners,
who also heard nothing, what does the
referee do? (HC 11.4 note 1)

Correct

 a) Nothing. You didn't witness it. Get play
going.

 b) Inform both teams of the incident.

 c) Assess a gross misconduct as per
11.4. The official should call this even if they
did not hear it.

 d) Do not assess a penalty, however,
write a game report outlining the incident
and submit it to the league.

 e) After discussing with your partners, B
& D are the other two steps to take.

Is it ever legal for a skater to pick-up the
goalie's stick and take it to the goalie?
(Rule 10.6a, Interpreatiaton 3)

Correct

 a) yes, always.

 b) no, never.

 c) yes, but only if the skater does not
participate in the play.



 d) yes, so long as the skater plays
defense not a forward.
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